Brisbane Hash House Harriers
Run number : 2478
Date : 14/8/2017
Venue : Ole Tapas, Hawthorne Rd, Hawthorne

Objective / Aim
Nine elite athletes to run a 6.2 km course, flowing chalk markings without incident and in the fastest
possible time.

Apparatus
9 elite athletes in their prime of life
18 running shoes (9 left and 9 right)
Limited chalk
Energy boost and steroid drink

Discussion
Major Boxer from Elite Hash House Harriers Corps set the course though Hawthorne and
surrounding suburbs. Limited chalk marked the route, check backs and a single Re-group with a
steroid replenishment station. Boxer warned the athletes of a particularly steep sand incline and
suggested everyone slide on their asses “or they will get injured and he would laugh at them”.
Severe punishment from major Boxer.
At precisely 18 hr 15 minutes the elite athlete set off on the marked trail from Ole Tapas. Within 200
metres the cunning course setting took its toll. Two elite athletes (Royal Screw and Tinkerbell) were
diverted from the pack. The strategy of divide and conquer was working. Tinkerbell cheated and
followed the walker markers, took a short cut and waited at the re-group for the rest of the athletes.
Royal Screw (true to his English heritage) did the right thing and followed the runners trail but never
managing to catch the main group.
The buglers of the main group (Pig Pen and J C) sent out repeated location signals to no avail. Both
were considered AWOL or missing in action.

Results
Royal Screw arrived at the circle 10 minutes after the rest of the pack, looking royally screwed.
After having short cut the route Tinkerbell joined the main group at the steroid refreshment station.
The HHH Engineering Core being let down by their representative.
The elite group arrived back at the circle after a pleasant run of 45 minutes.

Pig Pen welcomed to the group after a successful first run. His bugling skills noted for future
expeditions.
All 7 athletes from the main group scurried down the dangerous incline without an ass touching the
ground. What is happening to the Australian HHH Offices Corps??

Results - announcements
Specimens subject to H2O at 0 C
Pig Pen
Irish
Radar
Multiple Choice

Human excrement of the week

Multiple Choice

Conclusion
If this was a Kim Jong-Un mission it would have failed. The war head would have separated from the
rocket and arrived late.

Meal and drinks
Run
Run markings
Circle

Good at 9/10
Good at 8/10
Average at 6/10 (decreased by Tinkerbell and
Screw)
Good at 8/10

